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Summary: 

After years of separation, the USAID/
Ukraine Office of Economic Growth 
comes together to build team 
connection and make evidence-based 
adaptations for critical Ukraine 
programming. Credit: EnCompass 
UMLS Contract



1. WHAT: What is the general context in which the case takes place? What organizational or
development challenge(s) or opportunities prompted you to collaborate, learn, and/or
adapt?

2. What two CLA Sub-Components are most clearly reflected in your case?



3. HOW: What steps did you take to apply CLA approaches to address the challenge or

opportunity described above?



4. RESULTS: Choose one of the following questions to answer.

We know you may have answers in mind for both questions; However please choose one to highlight as part of this
case story



5. ENABLING CONDITIONS: How have enabling conditions - resources (time/money/staff),

organizational culture, or business/work processes - influenced your results? How would

you advise others to navigate any challenges you may have faced?

The CLA Case Competition is managed by USAID's CLA Team in the Bureau for Policy, Planning and 

Learning (PPL) and by the Program Cycle Mechanism (PCM), a PPL mechanism implemented by Environmental 

Incentives and Bixal. 
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	Case Title: USAID/Ukraine: Learning & Adapting in Uncertainty
	Submitter: Bill Dunworth (UMLS COP) & Cecilia Papariello
	Organization: EnCompass LLC
	Summary: Russia’s invasion of Ukraine dramatically affected the focus and work of USAID/Ukraine. The Mission faced responding to the urgent needs of the Ukrainian people due to the war, while also keeping a longer-term strategy in mind. Uncertain conditions limited the team’s ability to build connections and make decisions collaboratively. To address these challenges, the Mission engaged the EnCompass-led USAID/Ukraine Monitoring and Learning Support Contract (UMLS) to nimbly design and facilitate a series of strategic planning workshops for Mission technical and program offices. In addition to improving morale, the workshops fostered a greater appreciation of the entire portfolio and a greater common understanding of the strategic context within Mission technical offices. USAID/Ukraine representatives felt more empowered and able to use evidence to make programming recommendations and advocate for funds. Technical offices report being better equipped to understand the big picture and how influence decisions made by what they jokingly refer to as “the five-thousand-mile screwdriver from Washington.” The Mission is now experiencing a massive transition as the entire team steadily returns to the Kyiv office and as nearly 20 technical and operational outgoing expatriate staff are replaced with 20 incoming staff. Material and discussions from the workshops were instrumental in preparing for this historic transition and have laid a strong foundation for technical offices to continue grounding themselves in this rapidly shifting context.
	Context:     Russia’s unprovoked invasion of Ukraine dramatically changed the focus and work of USAID/Ukraine. USAID/Ukraine was faced with navigating how to address Ukrainians’ urgent wartime needs while also keeping a longer-term strategy in mind. Further complicating activity decisions, USAID/Ukraine was suddenly thrust into a new mechanism for securing activity funding, dramatically shifting both the frequency and competitive dynamics of the programmatic funding cycle. Staff from USAID/Ukraine’s Program Office and technical office suddenly had to address constant fires, advocate for their existing activities, and think strategically into the future, with no time and space to do so, undermining the ability to make evidence-based decisions and adapt strategy in times of upheaval and uncertainty. In the words of one USAID representative, “We faced a resource-rich environment but with a lot of uncertainty and needed to find ways to justify what we were doing. We had to learn to take on an accordion approach, expanding and reducing in certain sectors depending on priorities, needs, and limitations.”     As the war continued, many USAID/Ukraine and implementing partners’ staff sought safe haven either in Western Ukraine or abroad. Though USAID/Ukraine had been moving toward hybrid and physically present engagement as COVID-19 restrictions lessened, Russia’s ongoing aggression necessitated that the USAID/Ukraine community continue working on a virtual basis under stressful and challenging circumstances. Most Ukrainian males were banned from leaving the country, meaning many USAID staff were separated from their families. Since some USAID staff were hired during COVID, staff had either never met in person or hadn’t seen each other in several years, posing obstacles for effective collaboration.
	Dropdown2: [Pause & Reflect]
	CLA Approach:     When USAID/Ukraine began discussions on the extent to which strategy remained relevant, it became evident that the Mission CDCS and results framework remained relevant, especially in the context of reconstruction where there is an opportunity to put in place even stronger bases for reforms across various sectors. This moment in Ukraine’s history proved an important one for USAID/Ukraine—particularly the Program Office and technical offices—to reflect and reframe how they were operating.Leaders from the Office of Democracy and Governance (ODG) recognized the need to bring staff together to rebuild team connections and to think strategically about where they were and where they wanted to go, using evidence and adaptive management to get there. After ODG leaders approached Mission leadership for external facilitation support, the Mission engaged the EnCompass-led USAID/Ukraine Monitoring and Learning Support Contract (UMLS) to rapidly design and facilitate an in-person, week-long strategic planning workshop for ODG in Krakow. UMLS and ODG leaders formed a planning team working closely to co-create workshop design—soliciting technical office staff input—and understand technical office needs. After a successful initial workshop, USAID approached UMLS about conducting a series of additional workshops for other technical offices in the Mission. UMLS and USAID planned and iterated collaboratively on three additional workshops for the offices of Health, Economic Growth, and the Program Office.    Each workshop started with a session on Strategic Grounding, reviewing various strategies and important context in play. The UMLS team worked closely with USAID to understand any learning and/or data needs, and any available data and information USAID had on hand. The UMLS team worked rapidly to synthesize and visualize critical information through sectoral data placemats, GIS-mapping, and dashboards of relevant data. Workshop participants and facilitators alike noted the importance of bringing staff together to break down information silos, even within their own offices. Common reflection on data and evidence helped in this process.    Technical office strategic planning workshops included a strong emphasis on staff care, collaboration, and relationship building among and across teams. Use of DISC assessments allowed staff to better understand personalities and how to work effectively together. At the suggestion of the Health Office, UMLS adapted the design to accommodate Staff Care sessions organized by USAID, offering group and individual sessions for staff to learn about and receive resilience support if desired; this was replicated in future sessions.     These sessions provided the space for USAID/Ukraine technical offices to develop a common understanding of larger USG, Agency, and Embassy priorities, break down silos to better understand what each office was doing, and collaborate on strengthened messaging of the services they were already providing. Technical offices came away with a heightened understanding of the larger context, how to nest their priorities in the bigger picture, and new ways to connect to other offices. Through a series of facilitated discussion and participatory mapping using flip charts and post-its, technical offices homed in on immediate and longer-term priorities, identifying how those priorities related to current programming and what new programming may be needed. USAID/staff participants honed elevator pitches, co-creating how to frame their programming within the new wartime context.    The workshops used an iterative approach and applied adaptive management themselves. Facilitators adapted the program as needed. In one workshop, facilitators noted a gap between what leadership had in their heads and what staff knew, and so designed an innovative session using a 'late night talk-show’ style interview with the Director and Deputy Director to humanize the realities of the new context, and help staff understand how to operate within increasingly complex systems.
	Dropdown1: [Adaptive Management]
	Dropdown3: [B. ORGANIZATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS]
	Factors:     USAID representatives identified the existence of a committed group of internal staff to lobby for the space for both team-building and strategic planning amid uncertainty as a major factor in the success of the strategic planning sessions.     While the workshops were designed and facilitated by UMLS, the technical offices took true ownership and played the important role of framing each session to present their strategy throughout the workshop. The establishment of joint EnCompass and USAID planning and design teams was also critical to the success of the workshop. Sessions were designed with input and validation from all technical office staff, including a pre-session perceptions survey and validation of session goals, objectives, and agenda. Feedback gathered during the workshop was used to adapt in real time. USAID staff noted the importance of UMLS’s outside facilitation role, which allowed space to more fully consider all perspectives.     The workshop’s daily structure also factored into the success of the strategic planning series. UMLS session designers and USAID staff worked closely to design sessions, ensuring that sessions both provided the space to think strategically and built in time for staff to continue regular administrative work by starting at 9:30, giving 1.5 hours for lunch, and ending workshop activities by 4 p.m. This “daily schedule approach” proved extremely successful and was replicated in all workshops. Sessions were timed to ensure that teams were not exhausted by the end of the day. Bringing teams together to better understand all the parts of the Mission system and how they find within the Mission system helped build mutual understanding of challenges and realities staff are facing at all levels of the Mission; as such, inclusion of representatives from the Program Office and front office staff at technical office planning workshops proved highly beneficial.
	DEVELOPM ENT RESULTS or ORGANIZATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS:     Office leadership note that the sessions significantly improved morale and that teams came away with a greater appreciation of the entire portfolio and a greater common understanding of the strategic context. Participants from the USAID/Ukraine strategic planning series workshops continually remark on the impact that the sessions had on internal collaboration. In bringing teams together and fostering team connections and motivation, the sessions gave USAID/Ukraine the opportunity to reflect collectively, ground themselves in a common understanding, and then prioritize, all while building “a sense of everyone being in this together.”     As a result of the strategic planning series, USAID/Ukraine representatives feel more empowered and able to use evidence to make programming recommendations and advocate for funds. Technical offices have gone on to produce advocacy materials based on documents prepared for the workshop and products of the workshop. Technical offices reported being better equipped to understand the big picture and how to advocate for their priorities and influence what often felt like decisions made by what they jokingly refer to as “the five-thousand-mile screwdriver from Washington.” One technical office has expanded its communications team, remarking that the team is now better able to report on activities in a way that is less siloed, aligning with the bigger picture. According to one USAID/official, the workshops, “lit a stronger fire for information sharing” and a renewed push on communicating out on social media and newsletters to Agency and Embassy.     The USAID/Ukraine Mission is now facing a massive transition as nearly 20 technical and operational outgoing expatriate staff are replaced with 20 incoming staff. The strategic grounding material and discussions from the workshops, which even included select incoming staff, laid a strong foundation for a major USAID/Ukraine transition planning workshop, a USAID first.


